Protect Sensitive Data on ALL Your Endpoints

Digital Guardian Endpoint Data Loss Prevention (DLP) gives you everything you need – the deepest visibility, the fine-grained control and the industry’s broadest data loss protection coverage – to stop sensitive data from getting out of your organization at the greatest point of risk – the endpoint.

Our proven, endpoint agent captures and records all system, user and data events on or off the network. You can configure the agent to automatically block suspicious insider activity or outsider attacks – malware and malware-free - before sensitive data is lost.

Deepest and Broadest Visibility

Deepest and Broadest Visibility
Our solution offers the industry’s broadest protection coverage recognizing both structured and unstructured files running on multiple systems both on and off the network. With Digital Guardian, you have complete data visibility and control regardless of what users are running, what they’re running it on, and whether or not they’re on the network.

Full Platform Coverage
Sensitive data doesn’t just exist on Windows machines. Only Digital Guardian delivers full data protection capabilities on Windows, Linux, and Mac machines to protect your data regardless of where it is created or used.

Automated Classification
Most data loss prevention solutions require you to spend weeks or months identifying and classifying your sensitive data before protection starts. Digital Guardian begins as soon as you install it, proactively tagging and classifying both intellectual property and regulated information such as PII, PCI and PHI data.
Key Benefits

**Intellectual Property and Personal Information**
Digital Guardian Endpoint DLP finds, understands, and protects all data types including structured data such as PII and unstructured data such as intellectual property. Our comprehensive context and content awareness sees events at the system, user, and data level. This broad perspective enables more effective visibility and DLP controls for all of your organization’s sensitive data.

**Built-in Advanced Data Classification**
Create and modify classification and usage policies through content inspection, context-awareness and user classification. Granular classification enables you to prioritize data protection efforts on the most sensitive data.

**Granular Control of All Data Movement**
Automatically log, block, require justification, or encrypt sensitive data in or attached to email, files moved to removable drives, cloud storage, or web. Assign access permissions and encryption methods to removable devices or media. Limit the types of files which can be transferred onto removable devices / media, and the amount of data which may be transferred by time interval (e.g., MB per day). Restrict data movement to devices/media by brand, model or serial number.

**DLP Only When You Need It**
Design policies with controls that won’t block actions that comply with corporate policy so employees remain productive while the data stays safe. Our DLP software automatically blocks only those actions that pose a threat to your organization. Its unique, contextual awareness lets you minimize risk while maintaining the pace of your business.